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INTRODUCTION

Gleaning deep data insights from industrial environments comes with its 
own set of unique challenges. With the vast array and varying forms of 
industrial applications, a one-size-fits-all approach may sound nice, but 
more times than not, it’s simply too good to be true.  

Smarter Building Technologies (SBT) Alliance draws on our decades of 
experience in working with industrial clients to design Internet of Things 
(IoT) solutions that meet your facility’s precise data needs while driving 
operational and energy efficiency increases.

SBT’s IoT-based solution sets pull together the industry’s latest IoT 
devices and technologies to develop solutions that:

 • Ensure environmental requirements are addressed
• Enhance occupant and plant-floor safety•Increase facility and 
   workplace security•Improve employee well-being
• Deliver deep system insights and flexible controllability
• Drive operational excellence with  Industry 4.0 

Managed through SBT’s proprietary S|HUB tablet, facility managers now 
have the central management device they need to understand data from 
multiple IoT systems better, control more, and secure critical technical 
support with the touch of a button.

WHO WE HELP:  
INDUSTRIAL CLIENTS 

SBT Alliance engineers not only work with our industrial clients to ensure 
we achieve environmental space requirements to gather mission-critical 
space data efficiently and securely, but we go a step beyond. With our 
flexible add-on solutions, we ensure industrial environments evolve as 
space usage changes over time. 

To this point, industrial environments are in a world of their own – 
requiring solutions that can withstand extremely harsh conditions and 
ever-changing process changes. SBT Alliance IoT-based solution sets 
ensure each system use case meets your environmental demands – 
whether that’s ingress protection from water, oil, and dust, or protection 
from vibration, impact, and extreme temperatures. 


